Let A C B be integral domains with B an inert extension of a Krull domain A. Let 9(A) be the set of height one primes of A, and let T = H e9,(/))fi <S> A . When each Bp = B ® Ap is a UFD, a necessary and sufficient condition for T to be a Krull domain is obtained. If T is a Krull domain and each B is a UFD, then the divisor class groups of A and T are isomorphic under the natural mapping.
module [4] , [5] . An A -module M over a UFD A is factorial if it is torsion-free and every element x E M may be written uniquely x = ax*, with a E A and x an element of M divisible only by units of A. Elements of M divisible only by units are called primitive.
We generalize the idea of a factorial module as follows. Let A be a Krull domain, M an A -module, and 9iA) the set of height one primes of A. We say that M is a Krull A -module if M is torsion-free, Mn = M ®. A" is a factorial p ™ p A -module for eachp E 9iA), M = f]peq>tA)Mp, and each nonzero x in M is primitive in all but a finite number of M (i.e. the intersection is "locally finite"). Our main result, Theorem 1.6, shows that if A C B is an inert extension with A a Krull domain and B a UFD for each p E 9iA), then T = ne^\i) is a Krull domain if and only if it is a Krull /.-module, in which case Cl iA) = Cl (T). In the second section we show that in the case when B is a symmetric algebra over A, the condition that B be a UFD for each p E 9{A) is superfluous. We conclude with some examples.
We owe a debt of originality to §10 of [7] , as our main results are generalizations of Theorem 10.11 of [7] and our arguments, for the most part, are adaptations of those of [7] . Indeed, one might consider this paper a supplement to [7] .
1. For a Krull domain A let Div (A) be the group of divisorial fractional ideals of A, Prin (A) the group of principal fractional ideals of A, Cl (A) = Div (^)/Prin (A) the divisor class group of A, and 9(A) the set of height one prime ideals of A. If A C B are Krull domains we say that (PDE) holds if P e 9(B) implies P n A G 9(A) U (0). When (PDE) holds, the map Div (A) -» Div (B) given by 21 -> B: (5: 3(5) is a homomorphism [7, Proof. In virtue of Proposition 1.2, we only need to prove that Cl iA) -> Cl iB) is surjective. By Nagata's Theorem [7, Theorem 7.1] it is sufficient to show that if p E 9{A), then the divisorial ideal B: iB: pB) is prime in B. Let q E 9{A). Then iB: iB: pB))q = Bq: iBq: pBq); but pBq is principal so that Bq: iBq: pBq) = pBq. By the lemma, B: iB: pB) = H (B: (B: pB)) = Q B n PB = B n PB qE9(A)*p q v r which is prime since B is a UFD.
In the next section we give an example to show that the hypothesis that B be a UFD forp E 9{A) cannot be deleted from Theorem 1.4.
To prepare for our next result we first need some equivalent forms of (PDE). (1) A C B satisfies (PDE).
(2)fi= npe9(A)Bp.
(3) Every A -sequence a, b is a B-sequence.
Proof. We first show that (2) and (3) are equivalent with B replaced by any torsion-free A -module M. is an A -sequence and therefore a fi-sequence in P, so htP > 2 [9, Theorem 131]. This contradicts htP = 1, so htp < 1.
(1) =* (3). Let a, b be an >1-sequence. Since B is a Krull domain, aB = n"=xQj with each g, P(-primary for some P, G 9iB). Hence ZiB/aB) Q \A"=xPr If b E ZiB/aB) we get a, 6 G Pt for some /. But then a, b E Pt IX A which implies that ht (P, n A) > 2, contradicting (PDE). It follows that fe £ ZiB/aB), i.e. that a, fe is a fi-sequence. Now for the main theorem. Suppose Tis a Krull domain. For p G 9(A), T = 5 is a UFD and an inert extension of the DVR A Hence T is a factorial A -module. It also follows that pT is a height one prime of T, and so pT n T is height one. It follows that if / G T,f¥=0, then / belongs to only a finite number of the ideals pT n T. Thus / is primitive as an element of the A -module T for all but a finite number of p in 9(A).
Conversely, suppose that T is a Krull A -module. Since pT is a principal prime of the UFD Tp = Bp, Tp = (Tp)pTf n 7^0). Thus
T=PIi(A){T^nT^y Proof. It suffices to show that T is a Krull A -module. Each 5 (A/) is a polynomial ring over A , hence is factorial over A . We only need to check that the intersection HSfW) of factorial A -modules is locally finite. Now we may choose a finitely generated free module Fand an element a E A, a ¥= 0, such that aF C M C F. Then S(aF) C T C 5(F). S(F) being a free Amodule is a Krull module. Hence each nonzero element of T is primitive in 5(F) for all but a finite number of p E 9(A). But a is a unit in A for all but a finite number of p G 9(A) and, hence, Tp = S(F) for all but a finite number of p E 9(A).
We conclude with some examples. Then B is the symmetric algebra of the maximal ideal of A. The example is due to Samuel [13] ; the fact that (PDE) fails and the class groups are not isomorphic was noted by Fossum [7, §10] . 
